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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

  Transaction is the agreement between two parties to exchange either 

tangible or intangible goods with mutual benefit. Technique of transaction 

evolved from barter to cash to virtual transaction. This development is 

supported by advancement of digital technology. Digital technology in the 

form of mobile devices has enabled society to execute everything virtually. 

Food and beverages field have thrived significantly with the development 

of online platforms or applications that enable society to order food virtually 

and get them delivered. Applications on mobile device facilitate in 

connecting transaction between tenant and customer. Where tenants are able 

to display food and beverages online and customers can find and choose 

according to preference. To approve transaction, payment can be completed 

through virtual payment platforms. Afterwards, order will be delivered to 

customer. 

  Presence of physical space has significant role in providing 

technological dining experience after online food and beverages delivery 

has arrived to customer. Ordering process is done virtually, though delivery 

and dining process is experienced manually. Courier and customer have to 

set up a meeting point to exchange and complete transaction. Food and 

beverages delivered are usually consumed in office or home. This may be 
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efficient albeit preeminent dining may not be experienced. Customer might 

be dining just to satisfy hunger. Dining should be an activity done to satisfy 

hunger or thirst while savoring the moment. Dining at an office pantry will 

provide different experience compared to dining at a restaurant. Restaurant 

or designed dining spaces will consider circumstances that provide dining 

experience. It is essential to dine in physical space designed especially for 

dining to obtain tremendous dining experience offered by each food and 

beverages.  

  Fundamental objective of the project is designing a physical space 

that offers dining experience after purchased food and beverages is 

delivered. Customer will not be proceeding to meeting point just to accept 

delivery, but also to dine with pleasurable experience. Presently, in common 

food and beverage delivery services, when courier arrive at the meeting 

point, customer must allocate time to proceed to meeting point only to take 

order. Customer usually to head back and forth between meeting point and 

office to receive then dine. Goal of the project is to create a physical space 

that take virtual food and beverages transaction into more enhanced level. 

By taking the whole technology based process of transaction into account, 

design provides multifunction space reducing distance. Meaning customer 

will be proceeding to meeting point with two purposes, receive and dine. 

Design strive to create dining experience distinct from dining spaces such 

as restaurant, food court, and others, where every process is done manually 

with physical tenants and staffs. Nowadays, technology has been utilized in 
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ordering process, though customer can only choose food and beverages from 

designated tenant in the dining space. Designed physical space is expected 

to serve as culmination of complete technology based food and beverages 

dining experience as an outcome. 

  Pendopo Food Court located in Taman Sari, Lippo Karawaci is a 

dining area withholding traditional cultural values and green environment. 

This space will be redesigned to become a meeting point that offers dining 

experience with virtual food and beverages transaction. Design will portray 

Pendopo Food Court as physical space with combination of virtual 

transaction technology and traditional culture accommodating multiple 

functions. Integration between technology and modernity into traditional 

dining culture to provide dining experience. Presently in Pendopo Food 

Court everything is still done manually. Each tenant is assigned to individual 

booths to sell food and beverages and customer will directly pay after order. 

  Engagement and interviews will be conducted to collect reliable data 

on Pendopo Food Court as the physical space to provide dining experience 

in addition to meeting point of courier and customer. Qualitative research 

method with grounded theory approach will be applied by thorough 

observation on site and its surroundings, including customer crowd point 

around Taman Sari. All data will be analyzed with behavior setting approach 

by Roger Barker. Technology will be integrated in design and planned based 

on standards of restaurant and requirement of space users. Physical dining 

space experience will be designed and supported by multisensory design.  
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1.2 Problem Identification  

From the background discussed above, emphasis of this project is: 

How to design a physical space that combines series of experiences in terms 

of virtual food and beverages transaction culminating dining experience? 

 

1.3 Research Goals 

The objective of this Final Project can be described as follows: 

- To create space that distinguishes modern and traditional dining 

experience 

- To distinguish the previous and new design of Pendopo Food Court, 

Taman Sari 

- To form self-service dining habit in physical space which offers 

experience 

- To indicate the significance of physical space in virtual era 

 

1.4 Research Contribution 

This project is expected to contribute benefits, such as: 

- Incorporate traditional dining in physical space towards the virtual era 

- Enhancing dining experience after order is received from online food 

and beverages delivery 
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- Transforming Pendopo Food Court, Taman Sari from traditional dining 

into modern technological dining experience 

- Create dining experience while habituating self-service towards society 

 

1.5 Research Scope 

A. Pendopo Food Court, Taman Sari, Lippo Karawaci and its surroundings 

as the context 

B. Research include: 

- Behavior Setting Theory, interface between behavior and 

environment. Standing pattern of behavior can be built from 

environment surrounding an individual, 

- Dining area, standards of dining area such as restaurant and food 

court, including the process, flow activity, needs, and requirements, 

- Multi-Sensory Design, creating an environment for user to 

experience and responds according to needs and requirement of 

dining, 

- Ergonomic and material, focusing on standard dimension of space, 

furniture, circulation and human dimension, along with convenient 

and durable interior (floor, wall, and furniture) material for public 

dining space, 
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1.6 Research Method 

  Qualitative research method with grounded theory is applied to 

collect data. According to Denzin and Lincoln (2000), research involves 

interpretive and naturalistic approach meaning, “qualitative researchers 

study things in their natural setting, attempting to make sense of, or to 

interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (p. 3). 

Engagement and interviews conducted will result data on the context as 

physical space to provide dining experience in addition to virtual food and 

beverages transaction. Research will gather data and information on suitable 

space design according to needs and requirements of all space users. 

  Conclusion resulted from grounded theory will be confronted 

towards empirical phenomena using behavior setting theory by Roger 

Barker (1968). This theory explains behavior and environment interface, 

synomorph, where environment will affect behavior of an individual. 

Design will be created based on standards of dining spaces supported by 

multi-sensory design. Multi-sensory design encourage society to experience 

dining in response to environment or space circumstances.  
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1.7 Research Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 1.1 Research Framework 

Source: Personal Documentation, 2020 
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1.8 Writing Systematic 

  The thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter I consists of 

background of the project, problem formulation, research objective and 

significance, case study research method along with research framework, 

and structure of thesis. 

  Chapter II consists of theories, research on interface between 

environment and human behavior. Along with research on guidelines, 

provision, and behaviors applied in dining areas or restaurant. Also research 

on multi-sensory design. 

  Chapter III deliberate Taman Sari interior case study in Lippo 

Karawaci. Data collected on user, management staff, tenant, and courier will 

be discussed. It contains the explanation about observation on site, 

architectural regulation, and precedent study. Also data containing design 

concept, design programming, and design implementation. 

  Chapter IV analyze Pendopo Food Court case study in regards to 

theories referenced. Evaluates result of Pendopo Food Court design against 

needs of virtual food and beverages transaction and dining experience. 

Design will be supported by dining experience analysis from multi-sensory 

implementation. 

  Chapter V includes conclusion, reflection, and recommendations 

according to analysis and evaluation executed, both theoretically as well as 

limitations that occur during the design planning process.  


